
COMPLETE FLEET
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR ELECTRICAL FLEET

GET FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Powerful Solutions Partner 
Micropower Group is a complete system supplier of industrial Lithium-Ion batteries, battery 
chargers and power supplies. With own production and R&D, we take responsibility for the  
whole chain where we develop, design and manufacture and supply battery and battery  
charging products and systems to customers and distributors worldwide. 
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GET FLEET 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
– intuitive and smart solution for
optimized battery and charger systems

EFFICIENT SUPPORT 

Support your customers

remotley, minimizing time

consuming service trips.

FAST ROI
Better control and utilization

garantuees a fast ROI.

24/7 ACCESS 
Access to your battery and 

charger fleets, wherever you are.

CROSS SELL

Discover new cross sell

opportunities with add on 

services and hardware.

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

Being proactive and well

informed will increase the 

customer experience.

PREVENT
WARRANTY ISSUES

Catching issues early, 

preventing damage and 

future warranty claims.

Micropower believes that having one fleet management system for both, batteries and 
chargers, is easier for the user and better for the business. The GET fleet management  
system is designed to optimize electrical fleets through smart algorithms and routines. The 
system is designed by engineers with decades of experience from the industrial  battery 
and charger industry.
The GET System can detect issues and deviations in an instant, monitor, optimize usage 
and operational quality. Most Micropower devices are compatible with the GET system. 
The data they collect is processed and turned into insights and features, helping our custo-
mers lower their costs and increase efficiency. 

Smart Algorithms
Micropower’s dedicated Software and Solutions team is focused on bringing value to data.  
With extensive experience in Data Science and AI they continue to develop new and  
innovative services such as Active Dynamic Power Limitation, State of Health predictions 
and Remaining Lifetime Assessments. 

Intuitive and Easy to Install
Most Micropower devices are compatible with the GET System. They are delivered with 
smart, built-in features such as BBC and DPL and they start collecting data from the first 
charging cycle. Connecting them to the GET System is easy and wireless with no need for 
long installation times or wiring.

Integration
The insights and features from the GET System can be accessed from our web portal and 
also through API:s making it possible to seamlessly integrate them with your systems. 
The GET System can also integrate with external sources, bringing added value to our  
customers. The GET System is constantly evolving with several releases each year. We 
put a lot of focus in building the best and most intuitive user experience on the market.  
Contact your Micropower Sales representative for more information
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